
A  G R E A T  F I N I S H

You might be surprised to learn that you

can control the fit of the neckline, cuffs and

lower edge of the sweater (not to mention

the button bands), simply by controlling

your tension when you bind off. Let's talk

about what a thoughtful bind-off can do

for your sweater...

 

 

W I T H  M A R I E  G R E E N E

F O R  B E S T  R E S U L T S . . .

Tips for Binding Off
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1. If the pattern doesn't instruct you

specifically, begin with a medium-tension

bind-off in pattern. 

2. Don't use a stretchy bind-off for a

sweater unless the pattern specifically

recommends it; the result will look untidy

and will not have a nice, professional

finish. 

3. There is no need to go up a needle size

when binding off. Use your fingers to

adjust your tension as you bind off - you

can do this just the same way you adjust

tension as you knit. 

4. If your neckline is too loose and doesn't

fit properly, bind off more tightly (and/or

you may also want to pick up fewer

stitches). If your neckline is too tight, bind

off more loosely (and/or you may also

want to pick up more stitches).

5. If the sleeve/cuff of your sweater is too

loose or too tight at the bind off edge,

bind off again and adjust the tension to

get the result you want.

6. If the lower edge of your sweater clings

to your body, bind off a bit more loosely.

If it's wavy and rolls (or doesn't lay flat),

then you need to bind off a little tighter. 

7. Leave the sweater attached to the yarn

after you've bound-off so you can try it on

and see how you like the feel of the

finished edge before you snip the yarn.

This makes it easy to pull out the bind-off

and try again if you'd like to adjust the

tension.

 

Best Sweater Ever
 

Binding off is the second-to-last-hoorah of

the sweater knitting process (the last

hoorah is the blocking), and it can make or

break your sweater.

 

More than simply sealing up the stitches

and creating a finished edge, your bind off

can control the fit of the neckline and cuffs,

and can dictate whether the bottom edge

of your sweater clings to your body - or not.

 

A good bind-off looks tidy, has "give" where

it needs to, but also helps your sweater stay

where it belongs. Any time you have an

issue with fit at the neckline of a top-down

sweater, try adjusting the bind-off to get a

better fit.
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